Abstract
therefore, it would not be an easy undertaking to apply this approach at other sites. Second, the 68 resulting profile generator does not explicitly include movement of the ice jam toe in the delta 69 during consolidation events, but instead relies on the 'typical' locations of these ice jam toes in the 70 past. Third, the IJPG assumes that all incoming ice jam release waves to the Town will cause an 71 ice jam consolidation event; however, this does not always happen.
72
The purpose of this study was to investigate the possibility of using 1-D network modelling 73 to provide a more automated approach for flood forecasting that could be applied operationally, 74 and to explicitly include the effects of jam toe shifting during ice jam consolidation events in the established. This pre-wave profile was then configured in the River1D Network model as specified 
Hypothetical Scenarios

246
The validated models were then used to generate a series of hypothetical events. The East
247
Channel was focused on in this study, due to the large amount of available data for this channel.
248
The same method could be directly applied to the West Channel. A series of scenarios covering a Manning's n of 0.06 was used for the underside ice roughness of both the released jam and delta
257
jam. λ1 and λ2 were both set to zero if the released jam was more than 2 jam lengths away from 258 the delta; they were set 3 and 0 respectively otherwise. 
272
In the delta, the pre-wave jam was set to 4.5 km long toed at km 1111 according to typical The top of ice levels in the delta upstream of km 1111.55 were found to be most sensitive 293 to the carrier discharge. Three regression equations were developed for each location in this region. The relationship between the MLR predicted and the simulated top of ice levels is shown at one 327 example location in Figure 7 . 
Flood Level Prediction Tool
329
The regression equations were used as the basis for developing a flood level prediction proposed prediction tool provided a closer estimate of the flood condition as compared to the IJPG.
362
The error bounds were mostly comparative between the two tools except at km 1111 where the 
